Nerf Bars
EZGO Medalist/TXT
NFB EZ2 CHR, NFB EZ2 5126, NFB EZ2 SS, NFB EZ2 BLK, & NFB EZ2 RED

Contents: Tools Needed:
(2) Nerf Bars Drill
(4) 5/16” Bolts 11/32” Drill Bit
(8) Nyloc Nuts Large Phillips Screw Driver

Installation Instructions:

1. Locate frame sections where nerf bars will be installed. Look under cart to find the frame. Rear part of frame will have (2) existing 1/2” screws. Remove these screws and keep as they will be reused. (See Figure 1)

2. The nerf bars are side sensitive. Locate the nerf bar with the larger mounting bracket and shorter tube. This will mount toward the rear of the cart. Use previously removed screws from Step 1 to attach nerf bar to frame. The rear mounting plate needs to be placed to the inside of the frame. Use (2) nyloc nuts to secure bolts.

3. Place front side bracket of nerf bar in desired position and make level with jack or other device to make nerf bar level. (See Figure 2) Use level to ensure accurateness.

4. Use a marker to mark on frame holes that need to be drilled, by using front bracket as a template.

5. Use an 11/32” drill bit and align holes in front bracket with drilled holes. Insert (2) 5/16” bolts and attach nyloc nuts. Tighten all hardware at this time.

6. Repeat above process for opposite side of cart.

Wear the appropriate eye protection!